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THE ATHLETE PLAN
PROTEIN:
This is one of the MOST IMPORTANT nutrients you will consume throughout the day!!! Our
muscles are made of protein and when we workout, we tear our muscles down creating room for
growth and the ability to build muscle. However, without consuming protein after your workout and
throughout the day, it is near impossible for our bodies to fully recover and grow. The average
person only needs between 50-100g of protein a day. YOU ARE NOT THE AVERAGE PERSON! You are
an athlete and push your body and muscle’s limits daily which means you need more protein than
the average person. At AAH we recommend every athlete consumes at least their body weight in
grams (g) of protein daily. Here is a chart to help you fill those needs with each meal.
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CARBOHYDRATES:

This nutrient is JUST as important, but more fun to eat, as protein. Carbohydrates, or
“carbs”, give our body’s energy and aid in the recovery process. On top of that, they also act as a
“transportation system” for all other nutrients (including protein) since our muscles literally act as
sponges absorbing this nutrient. That is why after your workouts it is critical to consume carbs
along with your protein to aid in the recovery and building of muscle. Unlike protein, our bodies
can absorb more carbs at any given time. This means if you are an athlete trying to gain weight and
put on size, instead of adding more protein that your body can not absorb, add more carbs to your
diet.
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Healthy Fats:

Healthy fats are probably one of the most under-rated nutrients. Being that almost every
“fad diet” calls for low fat foods, most people consider all fats to be bad. This is false. There are
good, healthy, fats and there are bad fats. Below is a list of those that your body needs. Fats are a
great way to increase calories throughout the day since they are the most caloric-dense nutrient.
Every gram of protein and gram of carbs contains 4 calories where as every gram of fats contains 9!
Fats not only give your body more calories for the day but aid in joint mobility, energy, and help
your body recognize the need to burn fat, which ultimately keeps you lean!
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“Carbless” Carbs:

These “pass through the body” carbs contain indigestible fiber. Carbless carbs yield 2.5
grams of carbohydrates per serving. For example, a cup of Broccoli yields 5 grams of carbs;
however, the body does NOT absorb the vast majority of the carbs in that vegetable. Since they
have negligible absorbable carbs, no values are given for them. These nutrients are crucial for
digestion and overall health and well being. They also aid in nutrient absorption by breaking down
the other nutrients through the digestive enzymes that are produced while chewing them. So EAT
YOUR GREENS!
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MEAL PLANS
Now that you have a better understanding of the types of foods to eat and what they do for
your body, it is time to put it into action. Every athlete is different and is trying to reach a
different goal. Below are two different meal plans, one for seriously building muscle and putting on
size and the other for optimizing recovery and performance. Use the food charts above to create
your meals for the specified nutrients in your plan. Feel free to explore new foods you haven’t
tried before and train yourself to enjoy eating like this because it will make you better not only
physically but mentally as well!
***Note: Depending on what plan you select, each athlete will consume the same amounts of
carbs and fats while the only varying nutrient will be the amount of protein consumed
according to the body weight of the athlete divided by the number of meals eaten (i.e. 180lb
athlete eating 6 meals a day consumes 30g of protein per meal; 180/6=30).
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PERFORMANCE PLAN
MEALS
1. This is breakfast, the meal you consume immediately upon wakening
and is the MOST IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY!!! It may be cliché but
it is true, this is the meal that tells your body to start not only
running (metabolism) but building muscle as well. If you skip this
meal, kiss your GAINS goodbye.
Consume your amount of protein(g) per meal (body weight/6), 50g
of carbs, 15g of healthy fats and a serving of carb-less carbs.
2. This is an “in-between-meal”. This can either consist of a protein
bar (i.e. Oh Yeah! Bar, Arnold Bar) or a couple lunch meat and/or
PB & J sandwiches.
3. This is your lunch. Lunch is critical because most of the time is the
last “real meal” before practice and/or your workout. This should
look very similar to breakfast. Your amount of protein(g), 50g of
carbs, 15g of fats and a serving of carb-less carbs.
4. This is your post-workout shake (depending on when you workout and
may come before other meals in this plan, but MUST be consumed
within 30 minutes of working out). If you are not trying to heavily
gain weight, we suggest using a Whey Isolate (Oh Yeah!, Dymatize
Elite/Iso-100, Protizyme, Combat Isolate etc.) and a scoop of the
carbohydrate powder Karbolyn. This will give you approximately 50g
of protein and 50g of carbs that your body DESPERATELY needs after
training.
5. This is another “in-between meal”. Just as the other “in-betweenmeal”, it will consist of a protein bar or a couple of sandwiches of
choice. This is typically the last thing you eat before practice/end of
school.
6. Dinner! You’ve made it through another hard practice which means it
is time to refuel and recover from a hard day’s work. Since you’re an
athlete, you still need carbs at night after practice because you have
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broken down your body even more. Dinner will look (nutrient wise)
like breakfast and lunch. Your specified amount of protein(g), 50g
of carbs, 15g fats and a serving of carb-less carbs.
7. This is optional depending on bedtime. If there is 2hrs from dinner to
you hitting the hay. Consume a protein shake or meat and a spoon
of PB/fats.

BULKING PLAN
***Note: this plan is very similar to the Performance Plan in
structure, but greatly varies in caloric consumption (calories
eaten).
1. This is breakfast, the meal you consume immediately upon
wakening and is the MOST IMPORTANT MEAL OF THE DAY!!! It
may be cliché but it is true, this is the meal that tells your body
to start not only running (metabolism) but building muscle as
well especially for those who are bulking. If you skip this meal,
kiss your GAINS goodbye. Consume your amount of protein(g)
per meal (body weight/6), 120g of carbs, 25g of healthy fats
and a serving of carb-less carbs.
2. This is an “in-between-meal”. This can either consist of a
protein bar (i.e. Oh Yeah! Bar, Arnold Bar, NoGii) or a couple
lunch meat and/or PB & J sandwiches with a piece of fruit as
well.
3. This is your lunch. Lunch is critical because most of the time is
the last “real meal” before practice and/or your workout. This
should look very similar to breakfast. Your amount of
protein(g), 120g of carbs, 25g of fats and a serving of carbless carbs.
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4. This is your post-workout shake (depending on when you
workout and may come before other meals in this plan, but
MUST be consumed within 30 minutes of working out) and is
JUST AS IMPORTANT as breakfast. We suggest, for you hard
gainers, the True Mass 1200, Super Mass Gainer and Oh Yeah!
Mass.
5. This is another “in-between meal”. Just as the other “inbetween-meal”, it will consist of a protein bar and/or a couple
of sandwiches of choice with a piece of fruit. This is typically
the last thing you eat before practice/end of school.
6. Dinner! You’ve made it through another hard practice which
means it is time to refuel and recover from a hard day’s work.
Since you’re an athlete, you still need carbs at night after
practice because you have broken down your body even more.
Dinner will look (nutrient wise) like breakfast and lunch. Your
specified amount of protein(g), 120g of carbs, 25g fats and a
serving of carb-less carbs.
7. This is optional depending on bedtime. If there is over 2hrs from
dinner to you hitting the hay, consume a protein shake or meat
and 25g fats.

SUPPLEMENTS
•

PROTEIN:

A.K.A. MOST IMPORTANT of all your supplements. This is what makes up
muscle and since we tear them down when we workout, it is crucial to have protein
afterwards. Some may claim that you can “just eat food” to get your protein. As this is true
throughout the day, it takes a while for your body to fully absorb the protein from food since
it is hard on your digestive system. Post-workout your body needs protein within 30 minutes to
start the recovery/building process. This is why a protein shake is better after lifting since it
is a much faster absorbing form of protein. Based on what type of gains you’re looking for, you
could do anything from a basic whey protein to a heavy mass gainer. Some that we
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recommend are: (Whey Proteins) Oh Yeah! Isolate, Iso-100, Protizyme, Elite Whey and
Syntha-6; (Mass Gainers) True Mass and True Mass 1200, Mass Gainz and Super Mass.
•

MULTI-VITAMIN:

•

FISH OIL: Another critical supplement EVERY athlete should be taking is an all-natural,

Lacking in energy hopping out of bed? Foggy-minded during school
hours? This could all be a result of a lack of nutrients in your diet. It is near impossible to eat
the right type and amount of foods containing all the vitamins and minerals you need on a
daily basis. This is where a good, natural, WHOLE FOOD multi-vitamin comes into play. Being
that it is all natural and WHOLE FOOD based, your body can absorb up to 95-98% of some of
the multi-vitamins we carry compared to those of some other leading brands. Some that we
recommend are: Garden of Life KIND vitamins, Nature’s Plus Ultra II One-a-day, and our #1
selling Source of Life GOLD.

high-quality fish oil. Fish oil is a key fatty acid that will aid in joint support, mental clarity
and heart health. High in Omega-3’s DHA (for mental health) and EPA (for heart health), it is
near impossible to get the amounts recommended by the doctor through a regular diet. Some
that we recommend are: Nordic Naturals, Carlson’s and Nature’s Plus.
•

CARB POWDERS: Just as the name suggests, these are powdered carbohydrates. As
a supplement, they are great when it comes to pre and post workout. They are great pre/
during workouts, practices and games because they load your muscles with glycogen (the
substance your muscles convert carbs into) that aids in endurance, performance and helps
prevent cramps. They are great after your workouts, practices and games because afterwards
your muscles are “deflated” in a way due to the fact that your muscles have burned all the
carbs during your event and left you glycogen-depleted therefore, when you take them with
protein, your muscles quickly absorb the carbs and use the protein a lot faster along with
them. Some that we recommend are: Karbolyn, Vitargo, Heed (with added electrolytes, great
for before games) and Raw Food.

•

AMINO ACIDS (BCAA’S): A.K.A the building blocks of protein, amino acids are

what protein is made of. Since your body can only absorb a certain amount of protein at a
time, you can take amino acids that help with added recovery throughout the day, endurance
during your workouts, performance in games and practices, and a great way to make a gallon
of water taste good for hydration. Some that we recommend are: Amino X, Xtend, and
Endurance (great for during workouts).

